
 

 
Kat Cammack: Why Are You Lying about Being a Conservative and a 

Trump Supporter? And What Else are You Lying About? 
 
May 10, 2022 
 
Dear Ms. Cammack, 
 
You claim to be a Conservative Republican who supports President Donald 
J. Trump and his policies.  But I have discovered that you are lying about 
being a conservative and a Trump supporter.  You are an unabashed social 
climber who sees conservative causes solely as opportunities for self-
promotion.  You care more about your own interests than about your 
constituents.  You have no original ideas and no plan to enact the Trump 
agenda. 
 
We know that the open borders policy is a Marxist plot to destroy American 
democracy. We know that hyper-inflation and the manipulation of interest 
rates are also Marxist scheme to undermine free capital markets and 
American capitalism. We know the federal judges fabricated more than fifty 
nationwide injunction orders against Trump — including the insane order that 
prevented Trump from reinstating a citizenship question on the 2020 Census 
— to influence voters. We know all of these problems, and yet you do nothing 
to try and solve them.  You see these issues only as opportunities for self-
promotion, but you have no original ideas and no plan to enact the Trump 
agenda.  So, I ask you: what have you done to support President Trump? 
 
You plotted to obtain President Trump’s endorsement by withholding 
information about my law, the Eva Asensio Anti-Judicial Corruption Act of 
2023.  You know that my law is of vital importance to Trump’s conservative 
voter base.  My law calls on the Judicial Conference find that Roe was an 
illegal use of raw will and force.  Before the Supreme Court’s draft Roe 
decision was leaked, you were concealing my law to further your own political 



 

prospects even though it would help President Trump triumphantly return to 
power.   
 
 
 
How will you deal with Congress’s failure to oversee the federal judiciary’s 
use of raw power and force against Americans? What is your plan to end the 
deliberate violations of the Constitution that force Americans to violate their 
good conscious and beliefs? What are your ideas to deal with the greatest 
threat to the American family’s economic stability and prosperity—
hyperinflation? What is your plan to review the constitutionality or fidelity to 
the Constitution of the 2020 election and Mike Pence’s certification?  You 
stay quiet because you have no ideas and no plan.  You stay quiet because 
you are not a true conservative. 
 
You lied to President Trump to get his endorsement. You are hiding to avoid 
losing to me in the primary on August 23, 2022. You cannot defend your 
claim to be a Conservative Republican.  I believe you are afraid to come into 
the public arena and debate me because you know I will expose you as a 
fake Trump supporter and another agent for the Leftists and RINOs.  If you 
are truly what you claim to be, when will you face me? 
 

Sincerely,  

Manuel P. Asensio 
Candidate for Congress in  
Florida’s 3rd Congressional  
 


